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From The Editor: On Looking for Helpers
When I was a boy and I would see scary things in the news, my mother would say
to me, “Look for the helpers. You will always find people who are helping.
~ Mr. Rogers
As I write this, late August of 2019,
it feels important to say, first of all,
that all of the articles in this summer
issue of Coalition News came together
before the deadline of August 1st.
Which means the articles submitted
were written...all these comforting
thoughts....in July, or even June, long
before the latest shootings in Texas and
Ohio had occurred, and long before yet
another week of discord and anger and
fear flooded the airwaves. Scary things,
indeed.
Toni Morrison (may her memory
be a blessing) said in her 1993 Nobel
address, “Language alone protects us
from the scariest of things. Language
alone is meditation.” Looking for the
helpers, like Morrison and Rogers, and
all our contributors who arm us with
well-written insights in this issue, helps
me feel less afraid and even hopeful.
I feel hope in the company of
helpers like the ones in this issue who
somehow were able to write words, in
advance, that especially today, inspire
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and comfort us. They offer language,
phrases, and thoughts that help express
our sorrow and suggest ways for us to
carry on in the face of ongoing national uncertainty, grief and worry.
I suspect this latest issue will remind
you, as it reminds me, that we are
indeed fortunate to be members of an
organization that consists of all sorts
of wise, empathetic and competent
helpers. My association with MCDES
so often encourages me...that there are
among us, kind and humble helpers in
our lives who far outnumber the evil,
the arrogant, the thoughtless, and cruel
of this world. This knowledge helps
me sleep at night.

In the very end, civilizations perish
because they listen to their politicians
and not to their poets. ~ Jonas Mekas
Helping comes in many forms.
Shielding someone from bullets is
a terrifyingly courageous example;
laying down one’s own life for that
of a friend, family member, or even a
stranger. Helpers have done and will
continue to do that. But there are other
kinds of helpers; those among us who
listen with compassion, who share
tears, within the therapeutic setting
but also in every day life. As a terrified
child finds solace holding a hand or
sharing a hug, so adults need to feel
safe in the arms of compassionate
listening and supportive language.
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MCDES members do that in
spades!
In the midst of
so much unrest
and ongoing
national tragedies,
Sharon Dardis
our fall conference should
prove to be a another sellout. Don’t
miss Ken Doka on Friday, October
4th. He will address living with grief
in the aftermath of tragedy. And in
the meantime, this latest issue, full of
helpers’ insights, should tide you over
until then.
Thanks to MCDES Chair Kay
Johnson, for her latest, most-personal
reflection, which focuses beautifully
on caregiving and love. And MCDES
board member Eunie Alasaker again
honors us with yet another brilliant
piece about self-care and self-compassion. Helpers grieve, too. Eunie
recognizes this and offers suggestions
to help calm and restore us. This is
another “clip and post” keeper! Thank
you, Eunie and Kay.
Past MCDES board member Ted
Bowman addresses the topic of “Great
Grief.” He puts into words what many
today struggle to name. Ted is also a
poet, having shared his work with us in
past issues. His writing reminds me of
a quote by Jonas Mekas, who said, “In
the very end, civilizations perish because they listen to their politicians and
not to their poets.” If you, like I, find
comfort in Ted’s words, please respond
to him, as he requests, with your own
thoughts on this topic, which may lead
to ongoing articles in future Coalition
News issues. Thank you, Ted.
Tom Hubler, MCDES member,
addresses a new topic; the unique
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that the goal of grief is not to avoid or
fix, but to find nurturing ways to live
with the pain.
A simultaneous place to start involves body work. When we respond
to our pain with fear, judgement, or
criticism, we activate the threat response, or the sympathetic nervous
system. And when we respond to that
pain with compassion, we release oxytocin and activate a calming response.
So, part of self-compassion work is to
equip clients with ways to calm their
body and mind, so they are able to first
feel safe, allowing access to a different
response. In Man’s Search for Meaning
(1946), Frankl writes, “Between the
stimulus and the response, there is a
space.” Creating that space through
breath work, grounding exercises, and
anchoring activities/thoughts/music/physical objects sets the stage for
success in shifting perception. It is a
self-perpetuating loop. Physically calming oneself increases the ability to use
kind words and compassion, which in
turn relaxes the central nervous system.
In The Mindful Self-Compassion Workbook, Neff and Germer (2018) offer
many practical suggestions for increasing self-compassion. I have chosen a
few of my client’s favorites.
• Write a monthly letter to oneself
where both the difficulty of one’s
situation and one’s strengths are
acknowledged. Restate an on-going
commitment to self-compassion and
describe what this will look like.
• Establish an image of directing
compassion or shooting love to the
source of physical pain. With difficult emotions, kindness is directed
to one’s feelings. With judgmental
or negating thoughts, kindness is
directed to one’s self-talk. Grief also
lives in the body.
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• Develop a practice of gratitude.
Suffering is real, and that is not the
only thing that is real. When grievers
notice something of hope or love or
a moment of peace each day, they
are practicing compassion. It also
is training the brain to be open to
previously missed moments.
• Learn to ask, “What do I need right
now?” Perhaps the answer is simply
to sit with the pain. Or perhaps there
is no answer at all. But asking the
question gives the message that it is
okay to notice what is needed, and it
is okay to pursue it if possible.
• Consider ending a counseling session
with a loving kindness meditation.
Repeating the words, “May I be safe.
May I be healthy. May I be loved.
May I live in peace.” sends a consistent message that these things are
possible. Grievers can then use these
words in response to self-judgment
or other times when grief feels overwhelming.
Self-compassion is powerful. It allows grievers to step away from timelines and other false expectations, to
have a way to actively care for themselves as they suffer, and to hold their
grief in a new way. Anytime pain is met
with compassion, healing is possible.
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situation of family businesses
and loss. As yet another helper,
he mentions and encourages the
recurring themes found in this
issue—love, trust, generosity of
spirit. Better angels and helpers,
indeed. Thanks, Tom.
Lastly, another MCDES member,
Patricia Brenneman, wisely takes
us to Lakewood Cemetery with her
quiet reflections on landscape as a
contemplative practice. Clearly, we
must continue to keep our eyes on
the helpers among us. Patricia, we
thank you.
So I sleep well at night, trusting
helpers such as all of you, will continue to help save our world. “Better
Angels Persevere” flashes boldly in
my thoughts, a neon-sign flashing
with arrows pointing to “Helpers
Enter Here.” It’s a scary time and
a big job, saving the world, one
compassionate word, one quiet listen
at a time. But I believe if we stick
together, we will be encouraged and
enabled to continue the good work
we do, for so many, so well.
Enjoy these waning days of
summer, be generous in love and
helping, and we’ll see you at the fall
conference.
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